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Abstract: The holiday atmosphere abounds in marketing campaigns. The present research examines
how the holiday atmosphere of a brand logo influences consumers’ merchandise-related nostalgic
preference. Across three studies, the authors find that when consumers are exposed to brand
logos with a strong (vs. weak) holiday atmosphere, they prefer nostalgic products (Study 1). This
effect occurs because consumers exposed to a strong (vs. weak) holiday atmosphere generate
more childhood imagery, resulting in significantly more choices of nostalgic products (Study 2).
Additionally, the paper finds that the effect of the holiday atmosphere of a brand logo on merchandise-
related nostalgic preference—here, the preference for products of nostalgic brands—does not occur
for non-traditional holidays (Study 3). These findings make important contributions to the literature
on holiday marketing, logo design and nostalgic marketing.

Keywords: brand logo; holiday; holiday atmosphere; merchandise-related nostalgic preference;
childhood imagery

1. Introduction

The holiday atmosphere is valued and utilized in many commercial holiday campaigns
to increase favorable consumer responses [1,2]. For example, companies design festival
TV advertisements [3–5] to create a Christmas atmosphere, and retailers attempt to attract
Christmas shoppers by eliciting a holiday atmosphere [6]. In another case, companies deco-
rate their logos with holiday symbols to elicit a strong holiday atmosphere. For instance,
Google Doodles decorated with Christmas symbols have a stronger holiday atmosphere
than the regular logo, which has a weak or no holiday atmosphere (see Figure 1); Apple
(China) decorated their logo on the website as a tiger-themed one recently (see Figure 1) be-
cause the Chinese New Year (i.e., 2022), which is themed as the Year of the Tiger, is coming.
Although previous research has discussed the festival atmosphere of advertisements [3–5],
offline stores [6] and online stores [1], the issue of how brand logos with holiday decorations
influence consumer behavior has been overlooked in consumer research.
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Brand logos, which are critical elements in communicating with consumers, are ubiq-
uitous brand elements on product packaging, brand websites and advertisements. As such,
logo (re)design is an important marketing decision. Interestingly, many companies design
temporary brand logos for special holidays or events. For example, Google designs special
Halloween logos to display on its website, and Baidu in China designs seasonal holiday
logos for most Chinese holidays. The literature on brand logo design reveals the effects
of logo characteristics, such as dynamism, descriptiveness and asymmetry, on consumer
behavior [7–9]. We contribute to this research stream by examining how the brand logo’s
holiday atmosphere influences consumers’ merchandise-related nostalgic preference.

Merchandise-related decisions are tremendously frequent [10]. Specifically, nostalgic
decisions are common and popular among contemporary consumers worldwide [11–15].
For what drives consumers’ nostalgic preference, except for consumers’ demographic
(e.g., age, education and family lifestyle) and psychological (e.g., fear, anxiety, uncertainty
and dissatisfaction with life) characteristics [16,17]? Previous research addressing this
question has mainly focused on negative contextual factors, such as existential insecurity,
social insecurity and social exclusion [13,18]. Nevertheless, the contextual factors that elicit
consumers’ nostalgic preference may not always be negative. Based on prior reports that
nostalgia is common for holidays, such as Christmas [3,19], the current study shows that
the holiday atmosphere of brand logos, a positive contextual factor, has a significant effect
on consumers’ merchandise-related nostalgic preference.

By taking a novel perspective on mental imagery, we propose that consumers prefer
nostalgic products and brands when they are exposed to brand logos with a strong holiday
atmosphere. We posit that the proposed effect occurs because consumers generate more
childhood imagery when they see brand logos with a strong holiday atmosphere. Consis-
tent with the proposed mechanism, we further hypothesize that the effect disappears when
the holiday is non-traditional rather than traditional.

The present research advances the literature in various ways. First, it offers new
insights into the effects of the holiday atmosphere in marketing. Although some literature
suggests the important role of the festival atmosphere in marketing [1,3], little is known
about its effect when conveyed via holiday brand logos. The current research addresses
this gap by examining the effect of the holiday elements of brand logos on consumers’
merchandise-related nostalgic preference. Second, this research adds to the literature on the
relationship between logo design and consumer perception or behaviors [8,9] by identifying
a mechanism that underlies the positive effect of a logo-activated holiday atmosphere: a
strong (vs. weak) holiday atmosphere conveyed by a brand logo can increase merchandise-
related nostalgic preference by eliciting more childhood imagery. Third, this work adds
to the nostalgic consumption literature by providing a new view of the contextual factors
that drive nostalgic consumption. We suggest that creating a proper holiday atmosphere
(e.g., for traditional holidays) in brand logos increases consumers’ preference for nostalgic
products and brands.

In the following sections, we outline the theoretical background, develop our hy-
potheses, present our three studies and conclude with a discussion of our theoretical
contributions, practical implications and directions for future research.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. Festivals and Holidays

Falassi (1987, p2) defines a festival as “a periodically recurrent, social occasion in
which, through a multiplicity of forms and a series of coordinated events, participate
directly or indirectly and to various degrees, all members of a whole community, united by
ethnic, linguistic, religious, historical bonds, and sharing a worldview” [20]. Holidays are
special festivals. Nearly every holiday has symbols (e.g., jack-o’-lanterns for Halloween,
Easter eggs for Easter, sticky rice balls and lanterns for the Chinese Lantern Festival) and
special rituals (e.g., Christmas: people purchase a Christmas tree, decorate the house,
prepare gifts and exchange gifts; the Spring Festival in China: people paste up red paper
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cuttings, wear red clothes, set off fireworks, and exchange New Year calls, and children
receive money as a New Year’s present from their elders [2,21–23]).

Importantly, festivals turn our attention away from production to consumption and
from individual struggle to communal celebration [23]. Festivals are crucial for many
retailers because their annual profitability depends on strong festival sales [1,6,24]. In
the realm of consumer research, studies have explored the gift-giving behavior of some
holiday [21,22,25,26]. Moreover, researchers have found that Christmas scents and music at-
tract Christmas shoppers to stores [6], the online holiday atmosphere influences consumers’
willingness to purchase [2] and consumers’ attitudes toward festival TV advertisements
are not necessarily affected by prior brand attitudes [3].

2.2. Brand Logos

Well-designed brand logos can offer critical benefits to companies, particularly by
boosting brand equity [7,27] and influencing consumer attitude [28] and behaviors [8,29].
Prior work shows that logo characteristics, such as the visual and conceptual complex-
ity [30], font [31,32], shape [7,33], color [34,35], form [8,9], location [36,37] and space of text
in logos [38], affect consumer attitudes and behaviors. For example, logo descriptiveness
can positively influence brand evaluations, purchase intentions and brand performance [8],
and the placement of a logo higher on a package increases purchase intention and willing-
ness to recommend a product [36].

Furthermore, some literature shows that logo characteristics influence consumer
attitudes or behaviors by eliciting specific mental imagery. For example, logo dynamism
affects the level of consumer engagement with a brand logo and consumer attitudes toward
the brand because a dynamic logo evokes dynamic imagery [9]. Logo shapes (circular
versus angular) influence product attribute judgments (comfortableness versus durability)
because circular and angular logo shapes activate softness and hardness associations,
respectively, and generate corresponding comfortable or durable product imagery [33].

Although extant studies provide detailed insights into the effects of key characteristics
of logo design, knowledge of the effects of the holiday atmosphere of brand logos—the
extent to which the design or decoration of a brand logo is symbolic of a specific festival—is
limited. The current research helps to bridge this gap.

2.3. Nostalgic Preference

The word nostalgia derives from the Greek words nostos, meaning “return to one’s
native land,” and algos, meaning “pain, suffering, or grief” [17,19]. Researchers in the
marketing domain regard nostalgia as a preference for experiences associated with objects
that were more common when one was younger, such as in childhood, adolescence and
early adulthood [18,39]. Importantly, the most critical issue for the current research is that
some holidays, such as Christmas, are renowned for nostalgia [3,19].

Nostalgic preference is an individual’s preference for objects that contain nostalgic ele-
ments that prevailed when one was younger (e.g., in childhood or early adulthood) [13,18];
such objects include previously popular toys, movies, foods, daily necessities or automo-
biles. Prior works show that individuals’ nostalgic preference is affected by contextual
factors; for example, social exclusion [18], as well as existential insecurity and social inse-
curity [13] enhance consumers’ nostalgic preference by eliciting the need to belong and
consumers’ proneness to nostalgia, respectively. However, limited studies have explored
how another significant contextual factor, holiday atmosphere, affects individuals’ nostalgic
preference. Our research helps to fill this gap in the literature by examining the effect of the
holiday atmosphere of logos on consumers’ merchandise-related nostalgic preference.

2.4. Brand Logo’s Holiday Atmosphere and Consumers’ Merchandise-Related Nostalgic Preference

Many brand logos are decorated with specific holiday symbols (e.g., jack-o’-lanterns
for Halloween, Easter eggs for Easter) corresponding to the holiday itself. A brand logo
decorated (not decorated) with holiday symbols has a strong (weak) holiday atmosphere.
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Holidays tend to evoke strong memories of the people associated with them [19].
Notably, memories of most holidays are usually very happy because holidays offer a respite
from the mundane routine of hard labor, boredom and thrift [23] and allow people to
celebrate with family members or close friends [40] and to experience love and relaxation.
Given the rosy retrospection effect, people feel happy about past holiday experiences
because the assessments of past emotional states magnify positive emotions compared with
the actual emotional experience [41]. As such, when consumers are exposed to brand logos
with a strong (versus weak) holiday atmosphere, they yearn for the past. Nostalgic objects,
such as products and brands, psychologically connect individuals with their past selves or
past others [18,42]. Therefore, we propose that choosing nostalgic objects helps consumers
psychologically return to the past.

Hence, we expect the following:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). When exposed to logos with a strong (vs. weak) holiday atmosphere, consumers
show more merchandise-related nostalgic preference.

2.5. Mediating Role of Childhood Imagery

Mental imagery is the mental representation through which sensory experiences are
reassembled in working memory [43]. The construction of mental representations can be
stimulated by direct experience with an object, picture or verbal description [18]. Factors
such as the concreteness [44] and vividness [9] of stimuli elicit an individual’s mental
imagery. We propose that a logo decorated with unique symbols of a special holiday is a
concrete and vivid picture that induces consumers’ mental imagery.

Although olfactory imagery [45], haptic imagery [46] and auditory imagery [47] are
common, the current research, similar to most research on mental imagery, focuses on
visual imagery induced by the holiday atmosphere of a logo. Extant research shows that
distinct characteristics of stimuli induce different visual imagery; for example, circular
and angular logo shapes activate softness and hardness imagery, respectively [33], and
dynamic logos [9] or warning sign icons [48] evoke dynamic imagery [9]. In this paper, we
theorize that the mental imagery elicited by holiday logos is childhood imagery, which we
define as the mental representation generated by reassembling sensory experiences of one’s
childhood memories.

Childhood memories of holidays are abundant [26] and are happier than adult memo-
ries for several reasons: children are valued in many holidays (e.g., Children’s Day and
the Spring Festival in China, Christmas in the US): they excitedly receive gifts, wear new
clothes and have delicious food, which are all received from their elders [2,21,22]; children
often do not have to go to school and can engage in relaxing and enjoyable entertainment
with their family members or close friends; moreover, children expend little money or effort
for holidays, unlike adults. Individuals tend to recall happy memories rather than ordinary
memories. Therefore, when consumers are exposed to logos with a strong (versus weak)
holiday atmosphere, their mental imagery tends to be their childhood memories; that is,
they generate much (versus little) childhood imagery.

Individuals reconstruct their past with memory fragments [49]. The holiday memory
fragments of childhood remind individuals of their happy childhood, causing them to
yearn for the past. As suggested in the previous sections, nostalgic objects, such as products
and brands, psychologically connect individuals with the past [18,42]. We theorize that
childhood memory induces consumers’ nostalgic preference.

Therefore, we propose the following:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The effect of the holiday atmosphere of logos on consumers’ merchandise-related
nostalgic preference is mediated by childhood imagery.
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2.6. Moderating Role of Holiday Type

In addition to celebrations of traditional holidays, foreign holidays are celebrated by
many people and marketers because of international communication [2]. For example, in
China, Christmas and Valentine’s Day, which are foreign (traditional) holidays for Eastern
(Western) countries, have gradually become popular in recent years. We distinguish
traditional holidays from non-traditional holidays according to whether they are inherited
from the traditional history of one’s country (e.g., Christmas is a traditional holiday for the
US but a non-traditional holiday for China).

As we proposed previously, the key to nostalgic preference is the childhood imagery
elicited by a strong holiday atmosphere because consumers often have happy holiday
experiences in their childhood. For traditional holidays, people’s own happy childhood
memories are critical to generating childhood imagery. However, non-traditional holidays
are rarely related to celebrations experienced by individuals in their earlier years, and the
atmosphere of the holidays is not as strong as that for traditional holidays because con-
sumers do not have childhood memories of these holidays. As such, when consumers are
exposed to a brand logo with a strong holiday atmosphere for a non-traditional (traditional)
holiday, it is difficult (easy) for them to generate related childhood imagery; subsequently,
the different atmosphere of the brand logo cannot (can) lead to a significantly different
nostalgic preference. Formally, we propose the following:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The effect of the holiday atmosphere of logos on consumers’ merchandise-
related nostalgic preference is moderated by holiday type. For traditional holidays, when consumers
are exposed to brand logos with a strong (vs. weak) holiday atmosphere, they express a stronger
merchandise-related nostalgic preference; however, for non-traditional holidays, the effect of the holi-
day atmosphere of the brand logo on consumers’ merchandise-related nostalgic preference disappears.

In what follows, we conducted three studies to test the proposed theorizing. In Study 1,
we tested whether people who were exposed to brand logos with a strong (vs. weak)
holiday atmosphere preferred nostalgic products by manipulating brand logos in the weak
holiday atmosphere condition with no holiday decoration. Study 2 tested the underlying
process, showing that childhood imagery mediates the effect of the holiday atmosphere
of brand logos on consumers’ preference for nostalgic products. Study 3 examined the
moderating effect of the holiday type by demonstrating that the effect of the holiday
atmosphere of brand logos on consumers’ preference for products with nostalgic brands
disappeared when holidays were non-traditional.

3. Study 1

Study 1 provided initial evidence that a strong (vs. weak) holiday atmosphere of
brand logos can increase consumers’ preference for nostalgic products (H1).

3.1. Sample and Method

Sample. Two days before International Children’s Day, one hundred twenty-nine
university students (65.8% female; Mage = 22.47 years, SD = 2.53) in southwestern China
were recruited to participate the study for 2 CNY. We used a random number generator to
randomly group all participants as previous research did in their studies [50].

Method. Study 1 had a 3-factor (logo’s festival atmosphere: strong vs. weak vs. control)
between-subjects design. All participants were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions.

First, all participants were asked to read a scenario about a fictional food brand,
“Good”. The participants in the strong condition and weak condition read, “Hi, Children’s
Day is coming. A food company named Good plans to change its brand logo for this
holiday. Please indicate which one you like best of these two logos”. Participants in the
strong condition were exposed to two “Good” logos decorated with special elements related
to Children’s Day (e.g., children, balloons, sweets, slides), but participants in the weak
condition were exposed to two “Good” logos with different fonts but no holiday elements
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(see Appendix A). Participants in the control condition read, “Hi, Children’s Day is coming.
A food company named Good plans to develop some new food. Please list the food you
have eaten in the past three days”.

Then, to obtain a behavioral proxy measure of nostalgic preference, we told all the
participants that some of them would win a toy or a concert ticket as compensation for
participation. Participants could choose a nostalgic toy (described as “a toy you liked in
your childhood”) or a non-nostalgic one (described as “a toy you like now”) and a nostalgic
concert (described as “Music memories: relive the song in memory, tell the story of time
flow”) ticket or a non-nostalgic concert (described as “Wandering in the music: capturing
the jumping syllabic and composing a flowing movement”) ticket.

Next, we asked participants in the strong condition and weak condition about the
degree to which the two logos conveyed the atmosphere of Children’s Day (1 = not at
all, 7 = very much). Subsequently, to examine whether the two toys and two concert
tickets are nostalgic products or non-nostalgic products, we asked participants to rate
them on a 7-point scale to ensure that their effect in reminding participants of the past
and eliciting nostalgic feelings differed, α = 0.85 [18]. We also measured brand familiarity
(“1 = not unfamiliar at all, 7 = very familiar”) and collected demographic information.

Finally, all participants were asked to provide their email addresses so they could be
notified if they won the prize.

3.2. Results

Manipulation Checks. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) analysis revealed
no significant difference among the three groups of brand familiarity (Mcontrol = 1.67,
Mweak = 2.04, Mstrong = 1.98, F(2, 126) = 1.107, p > 0.05) towards the fake brand. Moreover,
participants in the strong condition indeed indicated more of a holiday atmosphere on
Children’s Day than those participants in the weak condition (Mweak = 3.9, Mstrong = 5.1,
F(1, 88) = 19.128, p < 0.001). More important, nostalgic toys reminded participants more of
the past and elicited stronger nostalgic feelings than non-nostalgic toys did (Mnostalgic toy = 5.4,
Mnon-nostalgic toy = 3.4, F(1, 256) = 147.7, p < 0.001), nostalgic concert tickets reminded
participants more of the past and elicited stronger nostalgic feelings than non-nostalgic con-
cert tickets did (Mnostalgic concert ticket = 5.05, Mnon-nostalgic concert ticket = 3.47, F(1, 256) = 90.4,
p < 0.001). Therefore, our manipulation of the logo’s holiday atmosphere and nostalgic
products were successful.

Nostalgic Product Choices. The results (see Figure 2) showed a significant differ-
ence among participants’ choices of nostalgic products in three conditions (nostalgic toy:
χ2(2) = 17.178, p < 0.001; nostalgic concert ticket: χ2(2) = 10.463, p < 0.01). Participants in
the strong condition were more likely to choose the nostalgic product than those in the
weak condition (nostalgic toy: 47.8% vs. 25%, χ2(1) = 5.046, p < 0.05; nostalgic concert ticket:
60.9% vs. 27.3%, χ2(1) = 10.281, p < 0.01) and those in control condition (nostalgic toy: 47.8%
vs. 7.7%, χ2(1) = 16.357, p < 0.001; nostalgic concert ticket: 60.9% vs. 41.0%, χ2(1) = 3.329,
p = 0.054). Participants in the weak condition and control condition did not significantly
differ in their nostalgic concert ticket choices (χ2(1) = 1.749, p > 0.05), but significantly differ
in their nostalgic toy choices (χ2(1) = 4.417, p < 0.05).

These findings provide preliminary support for H1, which proposed that consumers
who were exposed to brand logos with a strong holiday atmosphere would express a
stronger preference for nostalgic products than those who were exposed to brand logos
with a weak holiday atmosphere (and those in the control condition). Interestingly, we
found that consumers’ choices of a nostalgic toy between the weak condition and the
control condition are significantly different. One possible explanation is that this study
was conducted two days before Children’s Day, when a strong holiday atmosphere spread
on the internet. This might have reminded consumers of the toys they received on past
Children’s Days. However, participants in the control condition were asked to recall the
food they had eaten in the past three days, which fixed the time in the near past and
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reduced consumers’ recall of childhood toys. Therefore, fewer participants in the control
condition than in the weak condition chose nostalgic toys.
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4. Study 2

Study 2 aimed to replicate the main effect among the non-Chinese participants. More
importantly, Study 2 evaluated the mechanisms that underlie the effect we hypothesized.
Specifically, it determined whether the effect of the holiday atmosphere of brand logos on
merchandise-related nostalgic preference is mediated by childhood imagery.

4.1. Sample and Method

Sample. Ninety-five U.S. MTurk workers (44.2% female; Mage = 36.9 years, SD = 10.8)
successfully completed the study in exchange for a small monetary reward. We randomly
grouped the samples using the random group numbers generated by the Mturk platform.

Method. We employed a 2-factor (logo holiday atmosphere: strong vs. weak) between-
subjects design and randomly assigned all samples to one of the two conditions.

First, we instructed all participants to read the scenario about another fictional food
brand, “Choo”: “Hello, a food company called Choo is designing a brand logo for Christmas.
Here are three alternatives; we would like to invite you to give your opinion”. Subsequently,
participants in the strong (weak) condition were exposed to three “Choo” logos decorated
with (without) special elements of Christmas (see Appendix B). Next, all participants
indicated which logo was their favorite.

Then, all participants indicated whether they would choose nostalgic food (described
as “snacks you liked in your childhood”) or non-nostalgic food (described as “snacks you
like now”) if they were to receive food as compensation for participation. Participants then
rated the childhood imagery by reporting the extent to which the logos evoked images
related to their childhood (Through these logos, did you “imagine the scenes of Christmas
in your childhood” and “imagine experiences of your childhood”? 1 = strongly disagree,
7 = strongly agree; α = 0.96). Participants also rated their interest in the logos (“How
interesting do you think the three logos are?”; 1 = not interesting at all, 7 = very interesting).
We predict that a holiday logo is different from a regular logo, which heightens interest
in it and may, therefore, influence consumer behaviors. Next, we asked all participants
about the degree of the Christmas atmosphere they felt from the three logos (1 = not at all,
7 = very much). Subsequently, we asked participants to rate the two kinds of snacks on
a 7-point scale to determine whether they differed in the degree to which they reminded
participants of the past and elicited nostalgic feelings, α = 0.81 [18].
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Finally, participants indicated whether they were familiar (“1 = not unfamiliar at all,
7 = very familiar”) with the brand Choo and provided some demographic information.

4.2. Results

Manipulation Checks. The results show no significant difference between the two
groups of perceived familiarity (Mstrong = 1.83, Mweak = 2.04, F(1, 93) = 1.066, p > 0.05)
towards the brand Choo. More importantly, the manipulation of holiday atmosphere and
nostalgic products are successful: participants perceived more holiday atmosphere when they
are exposed to the strong condition than the weak condition (Mstrong = 5.96, Mweak = 3.72,
F(1, 93) = 58.89, p < 0.001), nostalgic food reminded participants more of the past and elicited
stronger nostalgic feelings than non-nostalgic food did (Mnostalgic food = 5.13, Mnon-nostalgic food = 3.81,
F(1, 188) = 30.34, p < 0.001).

Nostalgic Product Choices. Brand logo’s holiday atmosphere had a significant effect
on nostalgic product choices, with participants in the strong condition (52.1%) indicated
more nostalgic product preference than those in the weak condition (23.4%, χ2(1) = 8.299,
p < 0.01), see Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Choice of nostalgic products vs. non-nostalgic products.

Childhood Imagery. A one-way ANOVA on childhood imagery was significant
(F(1, 93) = 35.53, p < 0.001), and planned contrasts revealed that the logo’s strong (vs. weak)
atmosphere elicited more childhood imagery (Mstrong = 5.26, Mweak = 3.12).

Mediation Analysis. To demonstrate that childhood imagery mediates the effect of logo’s
holiday atmosphere on nostalgic preference, we performed a mediation analysis (PROCESS
Model 4; [51]) with 5000 bootstrapping iterations. We coded holiday atmosphere (strong = 1,
weak = 0) as the independent variable, nostalgic product choices as the dependent variable,
childhood imagery as the mediator, and the interest, gender, age as covariates. Results
revealed a significant indirect effect of holiday atmosphere on nostalgic product choices
through childhood imagery (b = 0.47, SE = 0.37, 95% confidence interval [CI] = [0.027,
1.34]), see Figure 4. When childhood imagery was included in the model, the direct effect of
holiday atmosphere on nostalgic product choices was not significant (b = 0.34, SE = 0.55, 95%
confidence interval CI = [−0.73, 1.41]), indicating the effect of holiday atmosphere of logos
on consumer nostalgic preference was fully mediated by consumers’ childhood imagery.
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In summary, we replicated the main effect among the non-Chinese participants, there-
fore, H1 is further supported. Besides, Study 2 provides evidence of the process we assume
to underline the effects of brand logo’s holiday atmosphere effects on consumer’s nostal-
gic preference, with controlling the possible noise of the interest towards logos. That is
when, exposed to logos with strong (vs. weak) holiday atmosphere, consumers generate
more childhood imagery, and then leads their preference for merchandise-related nostalgic
products. Therefore, H2 is also supported.

5. Study 3

The goal of Study 3 was to identify the moderating role of the holiday type. If
childhood imagery is indeed the driving force behind consumers’ greater merchandise-
related nostalgic preference when exposed to a brand logo with a strong (vs. weak) holiday
atmosphere, whether the holiday is traditional or non-traditional moderates this effect such
that the main effect of the holiday atmosphere of the brand logo on merchandise-related
nostalgic preference disappears when consumers are exposed to brand logos decorated
with non-traditional holiday elements. Moreover, in real life, consumers are often exposed
to similar products with multiple nostalgic brands or non-nostalgic brands at the same time.
Study 3 extended the findings to an actual brand choice situation in which two nostalgic
brands and two - brands were presented on a product category. We expected that the strong
holiday atmosphere of a brand logo from a traditional holiday but not a non-traditional
holiday would increase consumers’ preference for products of nostalgic brands.

5.1. Sample and Method

Sample. One hundred and sixty-five Chinese respondents (55.8% female; Mage = 19.92 years,
SD = 1.41) from an online community successfully completed the study for 110 commu-
nity coins. We used a random number generator to randomly group all participants as
Study 1 did.

Method. Study 3 used a 2-factor (logo’s holiday atmosphere: strong vs. weak)*
2 (holiday type: traditional vs. non-traditional) between-subjects design. We randomly
assigned all participants to one of the four conditions.

Since all the participants in Study 3 were Chinese, the Lantern Festival, which is an
important traditional holiday in China, was selected as the traditional holiday in Study 3.
In addition, Christmas, which is not a traditional holiday for Chinese even though it is a
traditional one for many other countries, was selected as the non-traditional holiday in
Study 3.

First, participants in the traditional (non-traditional) holiday condition read a scenario
about a fictional brand, Choo: “Imagine the Lantern Festival (Christmas) is coming, and
you go to a convenience store named Choo and plan to buy some groceries and food.
When you arrive at the convenience store, a manager invites you to indicate your favorite
logo from three alternatives because Choo plans to change its brand logo for the holiday”.
Importantly, in the traditional (non-traditional) holiday condition, the logos in the strong
condition were decorated with special elements related to the Lantern Festival (Christmas),
and the logos in the weak condition were decorated with nothing but had the same fonts
and similar colors as the logos in the strong condition. See Appendices B and C.
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Next, all participants were told to assume they wanted to buy hand cream and some
snacks at the convenience store. For the hand cream choices, participants were told four
brands (nostalgic: Pechoin, DABAO; non-nostalgic: Watsons, INOHERB) were available
and that they had the same price and similar functions; they then made a choice. For the
snack choices, participants were told four brands (nostalgic: Wahaha, Want Want; non
nostalgic: Lay’s, Copico) were available and that they had the same price and a similar
flavor; they then made a choice. Importantly, Pechoin, DABAO, Wahaha and Want Want are
brands that were popular many years ago in China, and many Chinese used them in their
childhood; however, Watsons, INOHERB, Lay’s, and Copico are brands that have become
popular in recent years in China, and most Chinese did not know them in their childhood.

Subsequently, all participants indicated the degree to which the atmosphere of the
Lantern Festival or Christmas was conveyed by the logos (1 = not at all, 7 = very much).
Finally, we measured whether each brand differed in the degree to which it reminded
participants of the past and elicited nostalgic feelings [18] on 7-point rating scales, α = 0.85.
We also measured brand familiarity with Choo and obtained demographic information.

5.2. Results

Manipulation Checks. The results revealed no significant difference among the four
groups of perceived familiarity towards the brand Choo. Participants in the strong
(vs. weak) condition indicated more holiday atmosphere of the holidays (traditional
holiday: Mweak = 2.81, Mstrong = 5.65, F(1, 82) = 94.075, p < 0.001; non-traditional hol-
iday: Mweak = 3.95, Mstrong = 6.07, F(1, 79) = 75.53, p < 0.001). Moreover, nostalgic
brands reminded participants more of the past and elicited stronger nostalgic feelings
than non-nostalgic brands (hand cream brand: Mnostalgic = 4.88, Mnon-nostalgic = 3.35,
F(1, 328) = 105.29, p < 0.001; snacks brand: Mnostalgic = 5.94, Mnon-nostalgic = 4.25, F(1, 328)
= 172.6, p < 0.001). Therefore, our manipulation of brands, holiday atmosphere and nostalgic
brands was successful.

Nostalgic Product Choices. In the traditional holiday condition, brand logo’s hol-
iday atmosphere significantly influence consumer nostalgic preference for food brand
(strong vs. weak: 53.5% vs. 36.6%, χ2(2) = 2.42, p < 0.01) and hand cream brand (strong
vs. weak: 65.1% vs. 41.5%, χ2(2) = 4.72, p < 0.05). However, in the non-traditional hol-
iday condition, brand logo’s holiday atmosphere did not work, with the participants
showing significantly different nostalgic preference for neither food brands (strong vs.
weak: 38.6% vs. 40.5%, χ2(2) = 0.003, p > 0.05) nor hand cream brands (strong vs. weak:
63.6% vs. 56.8%, χ2(2) = 0.398, p > 0.05) when they were exposed to logos with a distinctive
holiday atmosphere. See Figure 5.

This study demonstrated that the effect of the holiday atmosphere of brand logos on
nostalgic preference is related to product choices with a nostalgic brand. More importantly,
the main effect was moderated by holiday type. In the traditional holiday, which was
popular in the participants’ childhood, more nostalgic preferences were induced by the
holiday atmosphere of the logo. However, in the non-traditional holiday, which has recently
become popular, the main effect of the holiday atmosphere of the brand logo disappeared.
Therefore, these results support H3.

Interestingly, someone may be thinking about how it seems that the significant inter-
action effect for hand cream brands is driven by a decrease in the nostalgic consumption
in the weak festival atmosphere in traditional versus non-traditional festivals, rather than
an increase in strong festival atmosphere. However, it seems to be different from the food
brands. We consider the following as a possible explanation for this question. The subjects
in Study 3 were all Chinese, and in Study 3, the non-traditional holiday was Christmas
(it falls during the Chinese winter when the weather is dry and cold) and the traditional
holiday was the Lantern Festival (it falls at the beginning of the Chinese spring when
the weather is warmer). Due to the climate and temperature, Chinese people need hand
creams more in spring (e.g., Lantern Festival) than in winter (e.g., Christmas). Therefore,
we believe that in Study 3, consumers chose fewer nostalgic hand cream brands at Lantern
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Festival than at Christmas (i.e., chose more non-nostalgic hand cream brands) because they
processed information about hand creams more superficially at Lantern Festival (vs. Christ-
mas), and thus were more likely to make choices that were in line with the current era
(i.e., non-nostalgic brands). That is, consumers in the Lantern Festival (i.e., traditional
holiday condition) group will have a lower preference for nostalgic brands of hand cream
than those in the Christmas (i.e., non-traditional holiday condition) group when the brand
logo’s holiday atmosphere is weak. Importantly, this does not interfere with our conclu-
sion from Study 3: when consumers are exposed to brand logos with a strong (vs. weak)
traditional holiday atmosphere, their preference for nostalgic brands increases due to recall
of childhood imagery; however, when consumers are exposed to brand logos with a strong
(vs. weak) non-traditional holiday atmosphere, their preference for nostalgic brands does
not change significantly because the non-traditional holiday atmosphere does not increase
childhood imagery. In addition, the explanation for the results regarding food brands being
different from hand cream brands is as follows. Since there is no significant difference in
people’s demand for food during these two holidays (i.e., Lantern Festival and Christmas),
it does not affect the depth of information processing about food choices, so there is no
significant difference in consumers’ preference for nostalgic brands between the two types
of holiday conditions when the brand logo’s holiday atmosphere is weak.
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6. Discussion

Given the substantial role of the holiday atmosphere in holiday marketing cam-
paigns [2,3], there is a great need to understand its effect, such as via brand logos, on
consumer behavior. Across three studies, we demonstrated that the holiday atmosphere of
a brand logo increases consumers’ nostalgic preference for products (Study 1). We showed
that this effect occurred because when consumers were exposed to brand logos with a
strong (vs. weak) holiday atmosphere, they generated more childhood imagery, thereby
increasing their preference for nostalgic products (Study 2). We also identified an important
boundary condition (Study 3). We showed that holiday type moderated the effectiveness of
the holiday atmosphere of a brand logo on preference for products with nostalgic brands;
thus, when consumers were exposed to holiday brand logos for non-traditional holidays,
the main effect no longer occurred.

6.1. Theoretical Contributions

Our work contributes by adding to existing knowledge on the effects of a holiday
atmosphere in marketing [1,2,4,6]. Prior research indicates that a holiday atmosphere in TV
advertisements [3–5] and online [1] or offline [6] shops influences consumers’ attitudes and
behaviors. The current research extends these prior studies to logos by examining the effect
of the holiday atmosphere conveyed by brand logos on consumers’ nostalgic preference.
Our findings reveal how the holiday atmosphere of logos increases consumers’ preference
for nostalgic products and brands.

Our research also furthers the understanding of the influence of brand logo design
on consumers’ perceptions or behaviors [8,9,29,37] by revealing a mechanism underlying
the positive effect of the holiday atmosphere of brand logos: a strong (vs. weak) holiday
atmosphere of a brand logo can increase nostalgic preference by eliciting more childhood
imagery. For example, prior research finds that the logo characteristics of shapes, colors and
forms change consumer attitudes [7,8,34]. We introduce a novel characteristic, the holiday
atmosphere, which is more contextual, to the literature stream and demonstrate its effect on
consumer behaviors. Consistent with previous research that proposes that consumers can
generate different mental imagery (e.g., movement, softness) from logos with distinctive
characteristics [9,33], we find that consumers can generate more childhood imagery when
they are exposed to a brand logo with a strong (vs. weak) holiday atmosphere.

In addition, extant research demonstrates the factors that drive consumers’ prefer-
ence for nostalgic products or brands [13,16,18,52], such as consumers’ demographic and
psychological characteristics, including spiritual well-being or contextual factors, such as
social insecurity. This study enriches this literature stream by demonstrating how other
positive contextual factors, i.e., the holiday atmosphere of brand logos, influence consumers’
preference for nostalgic products. In addition, the current research reveals that the holiday
atmosphere of logos only drives consumers’ nostalgic preference for traditional holidays.
This provides insight for the research on nostalgic products and brands and suggests
that traditional rather than non-traditional holidays create a significant atmosphere for
nostalgic consumption.

6.2. Practical Implications

Holidays, which are prevalent in every country and district, are a prime area of
marketing. As managers explore various ways, such as shop decorations and holiday
advertisements, to deliver a holiday atmosphere to consumers, this research identifies the
effectiveness of the holiday atmosphere based on holiday logo decorations. According
to our findings, logos with a strong holiday atmosphere affect consumer behavior, which
should be valued by managers in holiday marketing.

Our research also has clear marketing implications for companies with nostalgic
products and brands. For instance, during holiday seasons, these companies can redesign
their logos to give their product packaging, advertisements or websites a strong holiday
atmosphere, which can induce a greater preference for nostalgic products.
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In addition, it is critical to bridge the gap between nostalgic brands and consumers in
nostalgic marketing. Our findings suggest that a logo design with a strong holiday atmo-
sphere works by eliciting consumers’ childhood imagery, which is related to consumers’
past. In particular, managers of nostalgic brands should connect their brand with tradi-
tional holidays rather than non-traditional holidays because only the traditional holiday
atmosphere increases consumers’ preference for nostalgic brands.

6.3. Limitations and Further Research

Several possible extended directions related to our conclusions remain unexamined.
First, we demonstrated that a strong holiday atmosphere in brand logos increased con-
sumers’ preference for nostalgic products. However, it is intriguing and remains unclear
whether other sources of the holiday atmosphere, such as holiday decorations in shops,
function similar to holiday brand logos. Second, future research could explore the potential
influence of individual differences on our findings. For example, consumers’ time orienta-
tion might play a role in the effect of the holiday atmosphere of brand logos on nostalgic
preference. We predict that consumers with a past time orientation rather than a present
time orientation [53–55] might show more nostalgic preference when they are exposed
to a brand logo with a strong holiday atmosphere because individuals with a past time
orientation are more likely to recall their past. More importantly, when consumers have
a future time orientation, they might connect the holiday logo with the experience of a
product rather than their childhood, thus attenuating our proposed effect of the holiday
atmosphere of brand logos on merchandise-related nostalgic preference.
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Weak holiday atmosphere condition in Study 2 and weak holiday atmosphere and 

Christmas condition in Study 3: 

 

Appendix C. Stimulus in Study 3 
Strong holiday atmosphere and the Lantern Festival condition: 

 
Weak holiday atmosphere and the Lantern Festival condition: 

Weak holiday atmosphere and the Lantern Festival condition:
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